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ABSTRACT

Recent advancements in the field of Internet of Things (IoT) have turned this area in one of the most promising research topics to bring innovative and useful technologies in the future. Solutions for a low-cost and efficient Home Automation model have always been a widely addressed problem; This study focuses on the architecture and design of wireless, flexible and inexpensive smart home system. Using Mega 2560 Arduino Board Platform, we develop an intelligent system able to send real-time video and GSM-based information of a break-in, fire and motion detection, along with an advanced temperature and humidity monitoring system. A prototype is designed, and tested on China Mobile Network, in 20 samples the prototype shows a 9.4s average time of response.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things has emerged as one of the most promising technologies for the future [1,2]. This field is actively researched, and different solutions have been proposed to address the challenges in this area, such as limited amount of energy and cost-efficiency [3]. One of the most discussed topics in IoT is the Home Automation, developing an inexpensive and safe system for indoor use has been a widely researched area which has brought advances in technology and availability of small, flexible, and smart systems. Guided by the concepts of IoT we develop an intelligent security system designed to give surveillance at all time [4,5,6,7].

Mobility is a crucial part of the development of monitoring systems. Therefore, this system provides security reports even when the user is away from home, using GSM mobile technology which performs remote communication wherever the user is located, this is achieved by using a GSM module-SIM900A. A Wiznet 5100 Arduino Ethernet Shield is used to establish a Network Connection between the Arduino Board and the internet, which enables us to set up a website for system monitoring. Temperature and Humidity control system is accomplished by adopting DHT11 sensor which is a digital signal-acquisition temperature and humidity sensor which is attached to the Mega 2560 microcontroller. Also, an Android-based application is implemented for the overall intelligent home system control.
SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the overall system block diagram and the proposed functionalities of the design; we divide the system into two main units: data acquisition and system control. The data acquisition is modeled using the ATmega2560 microcontroller, DHT11 sensor, PIR sensors, ASR-38B magnetics sensors, flame sensor, Photocell and a matrix array keyboard. Control system is through single-chip microcomputer ATmega2560 controlling the GSM Module SIM900A, Wiznet 5100, IP Camera, then the real-time display of the received information is achieved using LCD1602 and the web interface for the real-time video.

The power supply part of the system is shown in the square through the PCB. Also, a 9V power supply is used for the SIM900A module.

![Fig.1. Block diagram of the Smart Home Security System](image)

HARDWARE DESIGN

A. Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller

The Arduino Mega 2560 is a microcontroller board based on Atmel ATmega2560 microcontroller. Mega 2560 is a low-cost and highly flexible board platform, these characteristics along with the existence of open-source projects for Arduino boards simulations such as Fritzing, place Arduino boards as one of the most widely used microcontrollers for research proposes, with particular focus in prototypes of sensor systems.

Arduino Mega 2560 is a microcontroller consisting of 54 digital input and output pins, a 16 MHz crystal oscillator HC-49S, a USB type A to B connector, an audio power jack, an ICSP (in circuit serial programming) header, and a reset button. Its operating Voltage is 5V; the recommended input Voltage ranges from 7 to 12V; nevertheless, the limits of the input can be placed between 6 to 20V. The DC Current per I/O Pin is 40mA, and the DC Current for 3.3V Pin is 50mA. Its internal flash memory is of 256 KB of which 8KB is reserved for the bootloader, the SRAM, EEPROM are 8KB and 4KB, respectively.
This board can be programmed using the Arduino Language, which is a high-level language, a straightforward description places Arduino as being merely a set of C/C++ functions that can be called from Arduino Code, then passed to a C/C++ compiler (avr-g++) after undergoing minor changes.

One of the crucial key factors in the design of an Arduino prototype is a thorough understanding of the platform interconnections, therefore is important to understand the overall pin distribution. In the 54 digital pins on the Mega 2560, 14 can be used as pulse wave modulation (PWM) outputs, 16 are reserved for analog inputs and four adopted for universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter UARTs, i.e., hardware serial ports. The whole board pin particular function can be summarized as:

- Serial pins: 0 used to receive TTL (Time-to-live) serial data often represented by RX; 1 used to transmit TTL serial data and expressed by (TX); 1:19 reserved for (RX) and 18 for (TX); 2: 17 for (RX) and 16 for (TX); Serial 3: 15 (RX) and 14 (TX).

- External Interrupts pins: four interrupt modes are supported by the Arduino Mega 2560; Rising (which activates on rising edge), Falling (which activates on falling edge), Change (its responds to any change in the interrupt pins value) and Low (triggered by digital low); The interrupt pins are: 2,3,21,20,19 and 18, for interrupt 0, interrupt 1, interrupt 2, interrupt 3, interrupt 4, and interrupt 5, respectively.

- PWM pins: 0 to 13. They provide 8-bit PWM output.

- Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) pins: these pins provide synchronous serial data protocol for the microcontroller communication peripheral devices. The pins are 50 MISO (Master In Slave Out), 51 MOSI (Master Out Slave In), 52 SCK (Serial Clock) and 53 SS (Slave Select).

- LED: Built-in LED connected to digital pin 13

- I2C (Inter-Integrated Circuit): pin 20 for Serial Data (SDA) and pin 21 for Serial Clock (SCL).

The figure below shows a schematic of pin distribution on the Arduino Mega 2560 board.

![Fig. 2. Arduino Mega 2560 Pin distributions](image.jpg)

**B. GSM Module SIM900A**

The SIM900A is a complete Dual-band GSM/GPRS module in an SMT (Surface-mount technology) type. Is small and cost-effective, which features an RS232 interface, allows
connection to PC as well as a microcontroller with RS232 Chip(MAX232), Input Voltage of 12V DC, with a configurable baud rate ranging from 9600-115200 through AT commands. SIM900A is a low power consumption for GSM/GPRS with 900 to 1800MHz.

C. Arduino Ethernet Shield W5100

Arduino Ethernet Shield uses Wiznet W5100 (a full-featured, single-chip Internet-enabled 10/100 Ethernet controller which is specially designed for embedded systems); some of the advantages of using this shield is that it offers an overall smooth integration, excellent stability, and good performance in areas where system cost control is required. The Wiznet W5100 design ideology lies behind an implementation of the Internet without any Operating Systems requirements. The Wiznet W5100 is IEEE 802.3 10BASE-T and 802.3u 100BASE-TX compliant.

This shield includes a fully hardwired, market-proven TCP/IP stack and integrates Ethernet MAC & PHY. Hardwired TCP/IP stack supports TCP (Transmission Control Protocol), UDP (User Datagram Protocol), IPv4 (Internet Protocol Version 4), ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol), ARP (Address Resolution Protocol), IGMP (Internet Group Management Protocol) and PPPoE (Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet). It includes a 16Kbytes internal buffer for data transmission. The communications between Mega 2560 and W5100 are through SPI bus; this is on digital pins 50, 51, and 52; the pin ten is used to select the W5100 and pin 4 for the SD card. They do not offer general I/O functionalities. Also, pin 53 must be kept as an output; its use leads to working issues for SPI.

![Fig. 3. Ethernet Shield pin distributions](image)

D. DHT11

DHT11 digital temperature and humidity sensor contain a calibrated digital signal output of the temperature and humidity. The sensor incorporates a resistive sense of wet components and an NTC temperature measurement devices interconnected to produce a high-performance of 8-bit for the microcontroller.

The DHT11 sensor is well known for its long-term stability, along with relative humidity, and temperature measurement, reliable and fast response, with a strong anti-interference ability, inexpensive and long-distance signal transmission, digital signal output with precise calibration. It Works under 3 to 5V power and I/O, with 2.5mA maximum current use during conversion (during data requisition process). The DHT11 has an overall accuracy of 5%. For the temperature readings, it offers a range of 0 - 50° with a ± 2°C accuracy. A careful note on this sensor is that it does not support more than 1 Hz sampling rate (once every second). Figure 4 shows the pin distribution of the DHT11 sensor.
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E. PIR & Flame sensor

Passive Infra-Red or Pyroelectric sensor emits digital output pulse using the BISS0001 micro power PIR detector IC. Designed of a crystalline material which generates a surface electric charge when exposed to infrared heat, this charge changes in response to the amount of radiation on the crystal, and is measured using a sensitive J-FET (junction gate field-effect transistor) device built into the sensor. The digital output is 3V (high) in case of motion detection and idles otherwise. With an accuracy of 0.1 up to 6 meters, it requires an operating voltage of 3-10V, it is a low-cost sensor module with a working wavelength of 7um - 14um and an operating temperature placed between -20º C and 70º C.

For fire detection, we use a flame sensor embedded with an LM393 voltage comparator chip and infrared sensing probe, which is sensitive to ordinary light. Low-priced with an exposure wavelength of 760 – 1100nm and an operating voltage of 3.3V – 5.3 V. The detection angle is ranged between 0º to 60º with the interface of 4 pins for digital output, analog output, power ground and positive power supply.

F. 1602A-1 LCD module

1602A-1 Liquid Crystal Display is usually based on an SPLC780D1 microcontroller, offers a display of 16x2 characters and 8-bit parallel interface. Inexpensive with a white backlight and a power supply of 5V and operating temperature of -10º C - 60º C. The supply voltage for logic (VDD) ranges from -0.3V – 7.0V, on the other hand, the supply voltage for LCD (V0), starts from 0 and the maximum is obtained by adding 0.3 to VDD. The input voltage minimum value is -0.3V, and its maximum can be obtained by adding 0.3 to the supply voltage for logic. See below the pin distribution of 1602A-1 LCD.
2. SOFTWARE DESIGN

The Software design of this smart security system is based on the Arduino development environment. Arduino Project is an open source code. The software programming uses modular programming ideas. Hence, the central functional module in the system is defined independently and later on blinded together by the main program.

The overall flow diagram of the proposed model is shown in Figure 7, where it is assumed that the user already set up the credentials for the system activation and the mobile address for GSM communications.

![Flowchart of the Smart Home Security System](image_url)

**G. 1602A-1 LCD & Keypad configurations code**

We start by defining the interconnections of the LCD and the Keypad. For the LCD connections we reserve the pins 7,8,9,10,11,12 and the code is as follows:

```c
#include <LiquidCrystal.h>
lcd.begin(16,2);
Serial.begin(9600);
LiquidCrystal lcd(7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12);
void setup ()
{
```
lcd.begin(16,2);
lcd.setCursor(1,0);
lcd.print(" SMART HOME");
lcd.setCursor(1,1);
lcd.print("SYSTEM");
delay(3000);
lcd.clear();
lcd.print(F("STARTING GSM COM");
delay(50); }

To display any text during the code execution we just need to call the lcd.print("-------").

Next, we define the keypad communications:
#include <Password.h>
#include <Keypad.h>
Password password = Password("1234");
const byte ROWS = 4;
const byte COLS = 4;
char keys[ROWS][COLS] = {
    {'1','2','3','A'},
    {'4','5','6','B'},
    {'7','8','9','C'},
    {'*','0','#','D'}
};
byte rowPins[ROWS] = {44,45,47,46};
byte colPins[COLS] = {39,41,49,21};
Keypad keypad = Keypad(makeKeymap(keys), rowPins, colPins, ROWS, COLS);
void setup()
{keypad.addEventListener(keypadEvent); }
void loop()
{
    keypad.getKey();
}

With the above code, the keypad can show the pressed digits by calling the lcd.print("-----"). Nevertheless, we want to be able to receive the pressed number and store it in the microcontroller. Therefore, we create two additional functions, one to store the keypad events and the second to verify those events with a predefined password.

KeypadEvent Function

int x=0
void keypadEvent(KeypadEvent eKey)
{
switch (keypad.getState()){
    case PRESSED:
        if (passwd_pos - 15 >= 5) { return ;}
        Serial.print("Enter: ");
lcd.clear();
lcd.print("Enter: ");
lcd.print(eKey);
        Serial.println(eKey);
delay(10);
    switch (eKey){
        case 'A': checkPassword(); delay(1); break;
case 'C': checkPassword(); delay(1); break;
case 'D': checkPassword(); delay(1); break;
case 'B': password.reset(); delay(1); break;
case '*': checkPassword(); break;
case '#': password.reset(); break;
default: password.append(eKey); delay(1); }
}
void checkPassword(){
    if (password.evaluate()){
        Serial.println("Accepted");
lcd.clear();
lcd.print("Accepted");
delay(500);
lcd.clear();
lcd.print("SYSTEM ACTIVE");
delay(80);
digitalWrite(3, HIGH);
delay(3000);
digitalWrite(3, LOW);
    }
    else {
        Serial.println("Denied");
lcd.clear();
lcd.print("Denied");
password.reset();
delay(10);
x++;
if (x==3) {
digitalWrite(35, HIGH);
delay(1000);
digitalWrite(35, LOW);
lcd.clear();
lcd.print("USER WARNED");
delay(500);
lcd.clear();
digitalWrite(35, HIGH);
delay(10000);
digitalWrite(35, LOW);
lcd.clear();
lcd.print("Try Again!!!");
password.reset();
}

As we previously separated the architecture of the Smart Home System into two main units, we can now separately describe the software design approach for each of the main parts, data acquisition and system control, respectively.
H. Software design for Data acquisition unit

Next, we describe the interconnection of the most relevant components in the data acquisition unit.

1. DHT11

The DHT11 Data pin (2) is connected to the pin A0(analog input 0). The code is as follows:

```c
#include "DHT.h"
#define DHTPIN A0
#define DHTTYPE DHT11
DHT dht (DHTPIN, DHTTYPE);
void setup ()
{dht.begin();}
void dhtsensor () {
  float h = dht.readHumidity();
  float t = dht.readTemperature();
  float f = dht.readTemperature(true);
  if (isnan(h) || isnan(t) || isnan(f)) {
    Serial.println("Failed to read from DHT sensor!"); return;}
  float hif = dht.computeHeatIndex(f, h);
  float hic = dht.computeHeatIndex(t, h, false);
  Serial.println("Humidity: ");
  Serial.print(h);
  Serial.print(" %	");
  Serial.println("Temperature: ");
  Serial.print(t);Serial.print(" *C ");}
```

2. PIR

```c
int calibrationTime = 30;
long unsigned int lowIn;
long unsigned int pause = 5000;
boolean lockLow = true;
boolean takeLowTime;
int pirPin = 2; int ledPin = 4;
void setup() {sensor1();delay(200);
  pinMode(4, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(led, OUTPUT); }
void loop(){sensor();}
void sensor1() {
  pinMode(pirPin, INPUT);
  pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT);
  digitalWrite(pirPin, LOW);
  lcd.clear();
  lcd.setCursor(0,0);
```
void sensor() {
  if (password.evaluate()) {
    if (digitalRead(pirPin1) == HIGH) {
      digitalWrite(ledPin1, HIGH);
      digitalWrite(35, HIGH);
      Serial.println("sensor 2");
      lcd.clear();
      lcd.print("sensor 2");
      delay(500);
      (sms.SendSMS("MobileNumber","Break-in, Sensor 1 detected motion!!!");
      if (lockLow) {
        lockLow = false;
        delay(50);
        takeLowTime = true;
      }
      if (digitalRead(pirPin1) == LOW) {
        digitalWrite(ledPin1, LOW);
        digitalWrite(35, LOW);
        if (takeLowTime) {
          lowIn = millis();
          takeLowTime = false;
        }
      }
    }
  }
}

I. System Control unit software design

For the system control unit, we analyze the codes of the SIM900A, Wiznet5100 and the website set up.

1. SIM900A

#include "SIM900.h"
#include <SoftwareSerial.h>
#include "sms.h"

SMMSGSM sms;
int numdata;
boolean started = false;
char smsbuffer[160];
char n[20];

void setup()
{
  Serial.begin(9600);
  if (gsm.begin(9600))
  {
    lcd.clear();
    lcd.setCursor(1,1);
    lcd.print(F("GOOD TO GO!!"));
    delay(1000);
  }
  else
  {
    lcd.print(F("GSM NOT CONNECTED"));
    delay(2000);
    lcd.print(F("Try Again"));  
  
}
The “sms.h” library offers quick and easy commands for GPRS communications, using a function such as \texttt{sms.SendSMS("--","--")} which allow users to send SMS. In the smart home design, this function can be used to warn the user when a password verification is made:

```c
void checkPassword()
{
  if (password.evaluate()){
    Serial.println("Accepted");
    lcd.clear();
    lcd.print("Accepted");
    delay(500);
    lcd.clear();
    lcd.print(" SYSTEM ACTIVE");
    delay(80);
    (sms.SendSMS("xxxxxx","Your Code was accepted!");)
}
```

2. Wiznet5100

```c
#include <SPI.h>
#include <Ethernet.h>
byte mac[ ] = { 0xDE, 0xAD, 0xBE, 0xEF, 0xFE, 0xED }; //ip address
byte ip[ ] = {x,x,x,x};
byte gateway[ ] = {10,0,1,20};
byte subnet[ ] = { 255,255,255,0};
EthernetServer server(80);
String readString;
void setup(){
  Ethernet.begin(mac,ip,gateway,subnet);
  server.begin();
  Serial.print("server is at ");
  Serial.println(Ethernet.localIP());
}

Using this code, we can establish an internet connection with the microcontroller. For online monitoring, we can have all the access using the IP defined in the code above; this address varies according to the local network.

We create a function called \texttt{net()} and place it under \texttt{void loop()} so that the website will be available at any time. Next, we request the \texttt{password.evaluate()} function; this will allow online users previously registered to have access to the online monitoring.

```c
void loop()
{
  net();
  net()
  if (password.evaluate()){
    EthernetClient client = server.available();
    if (client) {
      while (client.connected()) {
        if (client.available()) {
          char c = client.read();
          if (readString.length() < 100) { readString += c;}
          if (c == \'\n\') {
```
Serial.println(readString);
client.println("HTTP/1.1 200 OK");
client.println("Content-Type: text/html");
client.println();
client.println("<HTML>");
client.println("<HEAD>");
client.println("<meta name='apple-mobile-web-app-capable' content='yes' />");
client.println("<meta name='apple-mobile-web-app-status-bar-style' content='black-translucent' />");
client.println("<link rel='stylesheet' type='text/css' href='http://randomnerdtutorials.com/ethernetcss.css' />");
client.println("<TITLE>Arduino Smart Home System</TITLE>");
client.println("<BODY>");
client.println("<H1>Smart Home</H1>");
client.println("<hr />");
client.println("<hr />");
client.println("<H2>Arduino Home Security V1.0</H2>");
client.println("<hr />");
client.println("<a href='http://admin:0000000AA@10.0.1.5/image.jpg' target=_blank'><input type='button' value='Take Photo'></a>");
client.println("<a href="/button1" target=_blank'><input type='button' value='Show Temperature'></a>");
client.println("<a href="/button1" target=_blank'><input type='button' value='Show Humidity'></a>");
client.println("<a href="/?button2" target=_blank'><input type='button' value='Rotate Left'></a>");
client.println("<a href="/?button3" target=_blank'><input type='button' value='Rotate Right'></a>");
client.println("<p>Smart Home Design!</p>");
client.println("<hr />");
client.println("</BODY>");
client.println("</HTML>");
delay(1);
client.stop();
{readString=""; }}

3. Simulations And Results

The Test of the system needs to follow the proposed hardware and software design. Given that for an Intelligent Home System, a significant number of interconnections is required for binding the components together into the two referred units: data acquisition and system control, before the actual implementation the authors used the open-source project fritzing to test the elements of the two parts separately. Furthermore, the linking of the circuit of main modules was also simulated using the fritzing platform, which is a highly flexible and intuitive tool.

The system was tested on a broad range of conditions, covering outdoor and indoor environments (the range of the PIR, flame and DHT11 sensors) and demonstrated good accuracy according to
the description given in the hardware design. Different weather exposition was also used for the system reliability tests and poor bandwidth areas. We conducted 20 samples, and the system was consistent and highly responsive. The results of the response delay of the DHT11 sensor is shown in Figure 8 and 9. The response time needed during credentials authentication can be seen in figures 10 and 11, for wrong credentials and accepted credentials, respectively. Flame sensor response time is shown in figure 12. For visualization of the results, a prototype was built, and the images of the working system are shown in Figure 13 and 14. A GSM Network experiment was conducted, similar to the one described in [8]. In 20 samples the average response time for the flame sensor is of 9.4, contrasted with 9.16 obtained over 25 Samples. Both systems show a quick response time, although additional parameters should be considered to influence the system such as the Local Network efficiency.

The Average duration for the feedback in case of wrong credentials is of 5.5s, on the other hand, the response time for the accepted credentials is of 7s, this time can be further improved by placing the GSM response code before the sensors activated when the credentials are in place.

![Temperature](image1.png)

Fig. 8. Evaluation of temperature during different times of the day, the red dots represents the values registered by the DHT11 and the blue ones, the values forecasted in the same day.

![Humidity](image2.png)

Fig.9. Analysis of the humidity during different times of the day. Red dots represent the readings of the DHT11 and the blue dots the values of the forecasted values.
Fig. 10. Response delay for wrong credentials during user authentication, using China Mobile. The time is given in seconds.

Fig. 11. Response delay for correct credentials during user authentication, using China Mobile Network.

Fig. 12. Response delay for the flame sensor.
4. CONCLUSION

We developed a smart home security system, using an ATmega2560 microcontroller. The performances of the system were tested in which the Temperature and Humidity sensors integrated were exposed for 24 hour period on 2\textsuperscript{nd} June 2016. The system is controlled using the Internet communications. We designed an Android Application which can monitor the system; GSM is integrated for response in break-in situations.
We schematized a prototype, and its test results show excellent interconnectivity. The system offers low-cost, low power consumption, real-time surveillance, high accuracy, high flexibility with a good anti-interference performance and an average time of 9.4s for Network response in flame sensor detection. Modularity is used in response to the need for flexibility in modern systems design. In this case, the user can add more sensors without having to modify the whole system. This system can be implemented in many applications requiring low-cost and short distance working conditions.
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